
Where Dance Takes Me  
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When I read we had to create a piece about dance, I wasn’t really sure what to write; most people just 

think of dance as a piece of choreography, with twists and turns and leaps and jumps - but I have a very 

different definition, and a very different story.  

To me, dance isn’t just about the movements. It’s also about the music to which I dance to, otherwise I 

can’t cast the right mood over my audience, whether it be lyrical, contemporary, hip-hop, modern, tap, 

ballet - anything, but the music always creates the mood. The dance style I mostly get lost in is lyrical, or 

modern type dancing, as the lyrics for me seem to be more meaningful and easier to connect with.  

Dance is my escape route, it lets me travel the world without even leaving the room, lets me fly high but 

with a roof over my head, lets me unlock emotions I didn’t even know I had imprisoned inside. Dance 

tells a story with pure movement, a beat and nothing else. It’s a way of communicating, it’s a way of 

expressing feelings, it’s a way of battling against someone with no words required.  

Dance to me is a feeling rushing through my body, making my legs kick high, arms swirl fast, feet tap 

wildly and my emotion spilling out of a stage, making my story come to life and me slowly drift away 

from the real world to the wonderous world of dance.  

To me, dance is hard - but with dedication and commitment, I find that I can do everything to my fullest 

extent, especially if it’s a piece of dance I love, but it takes countless rehearsals and hours of 

concentration for me to master magic like dance. It’s not something I could just do straight away, no 

matter how hard I tried, and I feel so elated after I finally master a routine. It’s a feeling like no other - a 

feeling of pure passion, exhaustion, happiness, and accomplishment.  

Which is why dance is my source of power - a weapon that I can use to fight against any intruding 

emotions that get me down, and when I perform, those emotions are what my dance feeds off of that 

keeps my head held high, and what keeps my body always pushing harder. Dance takes me on a journey, 

riding on the beat of a song to connect with the lyrics to make me and my movements submerge into 

the story until I am no longer in the current world. I am in a world of my own, where every piece of 

choreography is adding to my expressions throughout the song, the song echoing through the insides of 

my body, my body soaring high beyond the clouds, the clouds floating gently across the sky, and then 

it’s only the sky as my limit.  

 


